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Structured Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian Optimization

Input: Objective function $f()$
Input: Acquisition function $\alpha()$
1: Initialize the Gaussian process $G$
2: for $i = 1, 2, \ldots$ do
3: Sample point: $x_t \leftarrow \arg\max_x \alpha(G(x))$
4: Evaluate new point: $y_t \leftarrow f(x_t)$
5: Update the Gaussian process: $G \leftarrow G \mid (x_t, y_t)$
6: end for

Source: Dalibard et al., 2017
Probabilistic Model: Garbage Collection

**GC Configuration Space**
- young generation size
- max tenuring threshold
- survivor ratio

**Dataflow of GC Model**
- GC Flags
- GC Average Duration Model
- GC Rate Model
- Latency Model
- Predicted Latency

*Source: Dalibard et al., 2017*
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Semi-Parametric Models in BOAT
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Probabilistic Models in BOAT

Semi-Parametric Model

```cpp
struct GCRateModel : public SemiParametricModel<GCRateModel> {
    GCRateModel() {
        allocated_mbs_per_sec =
            std::uniform_real_distribution<>(0.0, 5000.0)(generator);
        // Omitted: also sample the GP parameters
    }

double parametric(double eden_size) const {
    // Model the rate as inversely proportional to Eden's size
    return allocated_mbs_per_sec / eden_size;
}

double allocated_mbs_per_sec;
};

int main() {
    // Example: observe two measurements and make a prediction
   _probEngine<GCRateModel> eng;
    eng.observe(0.40, 1024); // Eden: 1024MB, GC rate: 0.40/sec
    eng.observe(0.25, 2048); // Eden: 2048MB, GC rate: 0.25/sec
    // Print average prediction for Eden: 1536MB
    std::cout << eng.predict(1536) << std::endl;
}
```

Source: Dalibard et al., 2017

Directed Acyclic Graph Model

```cpp
struct CassandraModel : public DAGModel<CassandraModel> {
    void model(int ygs, int sr, int mtt)
    {
        // Calculate the size of the heap regions
        double es = ygs * sr / (sr + 2.0); // Eden space's size
        double ss = ygs / (sr + 2.0); // Survivor space's size
        // Define the dataflow between semi-parametric models
        double rate = output("rate", rate_model, es);
        double duration = output("duration", duration_model, es, ss, mtt);
        double latency = output("latency", latency_model, rate, duration, es, ss, mtt);
    }

    ProbEngine<GCRateModel> rate_model;
    ProbEngine<GCDurationModel> duration_model;
    ProbEngine<LatencyModel> latency_model;
};

int main() {
    CassandraModel model;
    // Observe a measurement
    std::unordered_map<std::string, double> m;
    m["rate"] = 0.40; m["duration"] = 0.15; m["latency"] = 15.1;
    int ygs = 5000, sr = 7, mtt = 2;
    model.observe(m, ygs, sr, mtt);
    // Prints distributions (mean and stdev) of rate, duration and latency with a larger young generation size (ygs)/
    std::cout << model.predict(6000, sr, mtt) << std::endl;
    // Print corresponding expected improvement of the latency
    std::cout << model.expected_improvement("latency", 15.1, 6000, sr, mtt) << std::endl;
}
```
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Case Study: Garbage Collection
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Case Study: Garbage Collection

BOAT vs. Cassandra Default

BOAT vs. Generic Auto-Tuners
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Average time for SGD
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Some Thoughts on the Paper

➢ Extension of neural network case study beyond system perspective: Investigate whether BOAT could be used to increase model accuracy through hyperparameter selection (e.g. in image recognition tasks)

➢ No discussion about potential limitations and problems of the approach
  ▪ What if the modularization of the overall system is not possible or the input-output relationships are unknown?
  ▪ Are there situations in which the added knowledge could have a negative impact on the performance of the system (thinking of reward shaping in RL)?
  ▪ ...

➢ Little technical depth on how BOAT maximizes the expected improvement and performs inference
Questions / Discussion
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